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Abstrat. In order to take into aount the dynamial eets of molten metal during
solidiation, we want to interfae a metal solidiation solver with a ow dynamis solver.
1 MANUFACTURING PROBLEM
Figure 1: entrifugal ast-
ing proess
The aim of this projet is to provide a simulation solution for
entrifugal asting of large bimetalli rolling mills. These prod-
uts are made up with two dierent steel alloys: a graphite iron
as ore material, and a highly resistant steel as outside material.
The two materials are sequentially poured into a rotating mould
(The outer material beeing poured rst). In 1970, Marihal Ketin
adapted the vertial spin asting proess to rolling mills manu-
faturing (see gure 1). Sine then, this tehnology has been
suesfully used, with empirial developments and adjustments.
However, the reent introdution of semi high speed steel (high
hromium and manganese) as the outside material has led to un-
preditable defets, weakening the whole struture of the produt.
The nature of this asting tehnique leads to a need for numerial
simulation: due to high rotation speed and temperature, visual
observation is said to be impossible and sensors use is very re-
strited.
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2 DEFECTS ANALYSIS
Figure 2: defets lassiation
Traditionnaly, mehanial defets are ap-
pearing on the ylinder during heat treat-
ment, this is a well known phenomena whih
happens when the strain between the outside
steel and the ore material is to high, thus
leading to an internal ring inside the ylinder
ollapsing. The kind of defets that we are
interested in is muh dierent, it is made up
of tiny raks appearing all along the irum-
ferene of the outside material (see gure 2). The onsequene of this external ring of
defets is the ylinder rupture in the worse ase, or a seriously shortened produt life
range in the better ase.
3 SIMULATION
The following steps have to be realized, as far as numerial developments are onerned:
• Build a generi uid solver that takes into aount the uid's free surfae1, (surfae
tension) the energy balane (thermal eets) and variable physial parameters.
• Interfae this dynami solver with an existing stati themometallurgial nite ele-
ment solver
2
that has been suessfully used in the eld of ontinuous asting.
3.1 Fluid Equations
We are using the Navier Stokes equations, with variable visosity and thermal on-
dutivity. Furthermore, the following assumptions an be made: invisid ow, (as far
as mushy zone is not onerned) turbulent ow, 3D ow. The Prandlt number is very
small, thus heat onvetion an be negleted. We assume Boussinesq approximation. Our
equation system an be written as follows (see variables denition  5):
div V = 0 (1)








△ (λθ) + q˙ (3)
The traking of the uid interfae is performed with a Level Set metod
1
:
∂tφ+ (V · ∇)φ = 0 (4)
|∇φ| = 1 (5)
|∇φ| · |∇V | = 0 (6)
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3.2 Fluid numerial resolution
The Navier Stokes system of equations is solved thanks to the projetion method.
We have implemented several kinds of spae and time disretization tehniques, in the
sheme of nite dierenes. For instane we have implemented weighted essentially non-
osillatory
1
spae disretization, and Adams Bashforth
1
time disretization. A nite vol-
ume implementation is in the works. The free shape traking in its urrent implementation
uses the fast marhing method and a rst order spae disretization. We are planning
to express the synergy between onservation equations and free shape evolution by the




The basi assumption of the projet is that we will keep on running the uid simulations
until the whole liquid metal has been solidiated. Given gure 1, we dene three distint
areas: the solid metal, the liquid metal and the mushy zone. Within the liquid zone, we
might assume onstant physial parameters and use the liquid metal assumptions. Within
the solid zone, we run the nite element thermo mehanial solver.
The mushy zone is determinant: in this zone the physial parameters evolve and lead
to solidiation. This zone is geometrially and temporally less steady than the two
others. Given an ad-ho time sale analysis, we will exhange informations between the
two simulations, and let the two domains evolve aordingly.
Figure 3: interfaing the simulations
ω
liquid
i is the domain attahed to the liquid metal poured into the mould at time step i.
Ωliquidi is the domain oupied by the whole liquid metal at time step i.
ωsolidi is the domain oupied by liquid metal that turns into solid state at time step i.
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4 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
In order to alibrate our numerial models, we need to haraterize the physial param-
eters of the materials involved in the industrial proess. The required experiments will
be performed both by ontrators and during a six month testing ampaign at DIMEG,
(Dipartimento di Innovazione Meania e Gestionale) Padova University, Italia.
4.1 Requirements for uid simulation
We need to evaluate the following thermophysial parameters: density, thermal on-
dutivity, spei heat, oeient of linear thermal expansion and visosity; as funtions
of the temperature. Most of these an be measured by performing a dierential thermal
analysis. The ase of the visosity remains problemati and a way to adress it has yet to
be found.
4.2 Requirements for thermomehanial simulation
This simulation requires a large amount of parameters to be determined. Amongst
them, we an quote setting up the TTT diagrams of the materials, haraterizing the
behaviour of phase transformations under stress, measuring the strain and enthalpy these
transformations produe, nding out about the elasti and plasti properties of eah
phase. An issue when adressing these measurements is to be able to reprodue the indus-
trial environment within the sale of the testing mahine, so that the phase analysis are
onsistent with the reality of the proess.
5 DEFINITIONS
V veloity eld ν kinemati visosity ρ density
θ temperature r radial distane ω angular veloity
q˙ heat exhange oeient p pressure Cv spei heat





r2ω2 − ρ0f · x) B(θ) = β(θ − θ0)f f body fores
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